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Honourable Delegates, 

Distinguished Guests, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

On behalf of the Parliament of Pakistan I offer you my 

heartfelt felicitations on convening the 2nd Conference of the 

Association of Parliamentary Librarians of Asia and the Pacific and 

'·"' welcome you to Islamabad. I hope that you will be well looked after 

and your stay in Pakistan will be extremely satisfying. 

2. Honorable delegates· you as parliamentary librarians 

occupy a special position where two of the most significant trends 

of our times converge. The one single aspect which distinguished 
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our age that has gone before is the information 

explosion. It has been suggested that information has superseded 

means of production as the basic determinant of social change. 

Computers and, communication technology have forged an alliance 

which is having a decisive imp~ct in many areas. Even the age old 

concepts of what is a library, or, what should be a library are 
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changing. 20 volume encyclopedias are being squeezed into compact 

disks and· communication technology is giving the available 

knowledge longer, quicker, clearer and cheaper reach by the day. 

3. The second trend which has brought the mankind under its 

·,1:1.,1 magnificent .sweep is the growing trend towards democratization and 

recou~se to representative institution. The end of cold war and the 
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demise of what used to be the super power USSR have signa·l ed a 

change whose impact is yet to manifest itself to its ful 1 potential. 

At the bottom of this change is a general realization that closed 

systems cannot solve social problems. The accelerating shift 

towards democratic options, however, places tremendous 
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larly elected legislatures. It is now for 

institutions to ·solve those problems which non-
I 
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democrati failed to solve. 

4. ,~:1'.~ince you deal both with information and legislatures you 

sit right:~;~"\.he crossing point of these two developments. The role 

which you will be required to play in facilitating legislative work 
:'-_,;,_-.-, 

is in the process ~f redefinition. Just as it is the responsibility 

.of the respond to the challenge before them and make 

democraci"~~cc~ed, increasingly become your responsibility 

to for the legislators which they could 

utiliz requirements of the job at hand. 

s. pleased that the theme of this Conference 

being Information support to 

on this timely concept you must 

apply basic issues. First 1 y, you need a very 
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clear and precise idea of what a legislator really needs. This 

perspective you need to acquire is from the legislator's point of 

view. 1 Secondly, you need to have a futuristic over view of the 

technological options in the fields of library science,information, 

computers and corrununications. This is an input which you the 

experts need to contribute. Thirdly, regional forums like 

Association of the Parliamentary Librarians of Asia Pacific (APLAP) 

are very sound options for surmounting the resource gap and share 

the benefits of limited resources. The significance of resources 

cannot be over-1 ooked. It may not be a coincidence that the 

legislature of the most powerful country in the world today also 

has the largest centre for information storage in the world, the 

Library of Congress and one of the most effective means of making 

information available to the legislators, the Congressional 

Research Service. 
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inception of your discussions I 1 eave you with 

legislator of the South Asia Region is looking 

research and information support. The possible 

benefifs .a'successful effort can be enormous and pervasive. I 

urge ;,·you .to ·undertake the conference with a special sense of 
· .:1!~!Jr~~, . '.' :i.: 

purpo~:;{ 'and, uf~ency and wi 11 eager 1 y await the results of your 
',>j ~:'\io.~;{ '} •' 
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